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 architecture students display work in first annual showcase

by laurine stephens assistant editor

while most students on campus know the School of Architecture as a place to walk in the atrium or for a quick pit stop, on Thursday the Howard University Architecture Senior Show was held in the Marvin Center Ballroom with architecture students, faculty, and professionals.

the first annual School of Architecture Showcase was an exciting event that featured a diverse presentation of various projects, a career fair, and forum for students and architecture professionals.

in the works since January, the showcase was organized by Jenny Scott-Conte, a licensed and practicing architect in the Counseling Center, who said that students tend to experience depression especially when it comes to the beginning of the semester.

the number of students reporting to the Counseling Center, said Scott-Conte, a licensed and practicing architect, the increase in the number of students coming into the Counseling Center reflected from some form of depression. This year approximately 50 percent of all cases have been related to depression.

college freshmen especially find the effects of increasing pressure that results from being away from home for the first time, adjusting to a heavier class load, and living with new roommates.

Scott-Conte refers to the adjustment period of freshmen as the "New Student Blues." However, the said depression is often more than just the blues.

clinical depression has symptoms that last more than two weeks. Clinical depression has to do with chemical imbalances.
ROTC Students Prepare for Life After College

BY SHARI LOGAN
Corresponding Editor

The young men and women that are seen walking across Howard’s campus in army uniform in white and navy blue are just like any other students—playing sports, studying, pursuing a career in psychology, marketing or computer science. However, as soon as the bell rings they lose play basketball and go to practice. The only difference between them and other students is that when they decide to leave Howard, their military service will be over and they will eventually choose to serve their country as members of the armed forces.

One division of the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) program, frolic under the umbrella of the Army ROTC, thanks to the Navy and Marine ROTC program through the military. It is the best leadership course at Howard University,” Davis said.

For many students, ROTC is not just a means to finance their college education but also the opportunity for leadership training and other skills.

Paris Davis, a sophomore student majoring in English, said that she has a personal vision for joining the ROTC program.

“This program is giving me the experience and leadership skills to become a leader in the corporate world,” she stated.

Davis believes that class officers need to be visible, since they allow students to accept responsibility and efficiently execute managerial roles in the corporate world.

Hispanic Heritage Month Sheds Light on Latino Culture

By NAXIA HILL
Corresponding Editor

Boey, Howard University research librarian, Lisa E. Torres said, “I am not Hispanic one month of the year, I am a Howard student all year.”

Hispanic Heritage Month is a celebration from September 15 through October 15 every year. It was created in 1968 by Congress and passed as the Hispanic American Heritage Week initially created by having a week-long celebration.

After Congress authorized President Lyndon B. Johnson to proclaim Hispanic American Heritage Week in 1968, it was expanded into month-long celebration.

The Latino culture is beautiful, said Ronald Chan, a member of the Latino American Youth Center.

Hispanic Heritage Month is a time to commemorate the contributions of their various cultures, and their contributions to the United States.

Boey believes Hispanic culture is similar to Black History Month because it is a time of recognition of everything Latinos have accomplished.

Aromantic Hispanics includes americans of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Spanish heritage. The National Council for Latin American Affairs is the largest organization for the Latino community.

The beginning date of September 15 is chosen because it marks the anniversary of independence for Latin American countries Costa Rica, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua.

“I think it’s good that there are celebrations for Hispanic Heritage because now they see that there is a movement to support the Hispanic people,” said Chan.

Hispanic Heritage Month is celebrated every year to recognize the Latino minority in the country. As a result, many Hispanics feel as if you really need a month to reflect and consider how they have contributed to the United States,” said soprano Ramona Anthony who is a music major for music.

According to Census bureau reports, Hispanic population grows by 1.6% in U.S. Hispanic population is estimated to be 53.7% percent of the country’s total.

Residents of Puerto Rico, who are opposed to Americanization who make up 15 percent of population.

“I think we should acknowledge the Hispanic heritage because now they see that there is a movement to support the Hispanic people,” said Chan.

What are you doing for this celebration of the Hispanic Heritage month?
HEAD OR HEART? EAT OR SLEEP? CHICKEN OR BEEF?*

you have priorities. let them guide you as you build your career. define what's important to you and see what's important to others.
pwc.com/mypriorities
Tuesday, Oct. 12, 2004
American Marketing Association
Interest Meeting
5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
School of Business 200
HU PLEES
6:30 p.m.
Locke Hall 253
Does Collected
Arts and Sciences
Student Council Social
Sciences Week
Africa Students, African American Studies, and History

Panel Explores the Lives of Afro-Latina Women

By KAREN LAWRENCE
Consulting Editor

Last Thursday, the Ralph Bunche Center for International Studies hosted a panel discussion featuring Dr. Mildred Andrew, President of Florida A&M University, and Rodene Debrew, a graduate student from the University of South Florida.

The panel consisted of five women – three Afro-Latinas from Florida, and two from Maryland and Washington, D.C. The women comprised FAMU, an organization that not only paves the way for social, economic, and political development in Latin America, but also seeks to make important contributions to Latin America.

One of the panelists, Dr. Andrew, discussed her personal experience with life in Latin America. She talked about the challenges she faced as a woman in the field of international relations and trade with Latin America. She also highlighted the importance of gender equality in Latin America and the need to support women leaders in the region.

Another panelist, Rodene Debrew, shared her experiences as a graduate student in Latin America. She discussed the challenges she faced in navigating the academic and cultural landscape of Latin America. She also emphasized the importance of cultural awareness and understanding in the field of international relations.

The third panelist, a woman from Maryland, talked about the role of Afro-Latina women in the arts and culture. She discussed the importance of Afro-Latina women in the creative industries and how they contribute to the growth and development of Latin America.

Finally, a woman from Washington, D.C., shared her experiences as a leader in the field of international relations. She discussed the importance of leadership and mentorship in the field of international relations.

The panelists emphasized the importance of gender equality and cultural awareness in Latin America. They highlighted the need for support and recognition for Afro-Latina women leaders in the region.

The panel discussion was a great opportunity for the audience to learn about the lives of Afro-Latina women and their contributions to Latin America. It was a valuable discussion that emphasized the need for support and recognition for Afro-Latina women leaders in the region.

By SONIA SUMMERS

For many students, the experience of registering for classes can be a daunting and stressful task. It is often a long and tedious process, with a high risk of making mistakes.

"A Bridge Across and Beyond," the largest sculpture on the campus in the fountain in front of Allison Blackburn Center, has gained international attention with its presence on campus.

The sculpture is the creation of world-renowned artist Richard Hunt. It was unveiled in 1989 and has been a source of pride for FAMU students, faculty, and alumni.

The sculpture features a range of Afro-Latinas, both standing and sitting, with each one representing a different aspect of Afro-Latina culture. The sculpture is a symbol of the rich cultural heritage of Afro-Latina women and their contributions to Latin America.

The sculpture has become a popular spot for students to study and relax, as well as a symbol of the pride and accomplishment of Afro-Latina women.

"A Bridge Across and Beyond" has been featured in numerous art exhibits and has become a symbol of the rich cultural heritage of Afro-Latina women.

By SHARAD TAYLOR

The Campus Calendar is published weekly. Administrators and faculty should recognize programs that should be submitted to Student Life and Events office no later than Friday, Oct. 15, 2004, to be in print in the Oct. 29 Campus Calendar issue.
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Lack of Advisers Stops Print Journalism

Doug Smith, new adviser.

Doug Smith, new adviser.
10th Annual BET Walk of Fame in the District

BY LINDA DAVIS

A little bit of Hollywood came to D.C. on Friday, when 10 of the District's finest came to one of the city's most beautiful settings: the Shaw neighborhood. The event was organized by Barry Robinson, former Chairman of the Board of Directors for the Shaw Neighborhood Foundation.

The list of honorees was as diverse as the city itself. They included Smokey Robinson, a legend in music; Chris Tucker, a Comedian extraordinaire; and Patti LaBelle, a soulful singer who has been in the music business for over 50 years.

"It's a great event for the city," said Barry Robinson. "We are celebrating the talent that we have here in D.C."}

D.C. Car Insurance Highest in the Nation

BY TIFAFFY A. BOLDEN

Washington, D.C. residents are known for their affinity for protecting their vehicles, but the cost of doing so has remained high. Insurance rates in D.C. are among the highest in the nation, according to a recent study by the Insurance Information Institute.

Residents in D.C. pay an average of $1,528 per year for car insurance, compared to the national average of $1,169. Factors contributing to this high rate include the city's high population density, heavy traffic, and aggressive drivers.

"The quality of life in D.C. is worth the extra expense," said one resident. "But it's critical that D.C.'s leaders take action to address this issue."
School of Communications Overloads
Campus With Artist Showcase

BY LATRISHA GOMER
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Sensory Overload event sponsored by the School of Communications had everyone out of their seats in Cramton Auditorium on Friday evening.

There was a lot of talent in the community," Christopher said.

Even though there was a variety of acts featured, everyone seemed to be anxious to see the DJ battle.

The battle was divided into three rounds, each DJ was given one minute to spin their best and win over the crowd.

The battle started with DJ Premotion, the first DJ to take the stage. DJ Premotion started the battle playing popular songs like U-Turn's "Milk Clip" and Lil' Wayne's single "Go DJ."

The DJ battle was the best part of the event. "I'm proud to be apart of this event," she said.

Dance performer Akem Okolue from the Dunn Hype Entertainment group enjoyed the event. Okolue, who was a part of the crowd scouting for producers in the crowd, felt that DJ battle, mixing popular songs like T-Pain's "Nolia Clap" and Lil' Wayne's single "Go DJ.

I'm very impressed with what we've seen tonight. I've been here with rapper DK, but we practiced two weeks to perform, "he said, and Napoleon Ripper from DOMA Middle School.

There was something for everybody to enjoy at the event.

There were rappers, singers, dancers, short films, artwork, short films, artwork and her personable personality.

A group of girls from John F. Cook Elementary School and DCALA Middle School in Northwest Washington introduced the first act, "It's Afton and me, basketball jerseys, they engaged the crowd by chanting, "When I say 7, ya'll say 30." The girls, who referred to themselves as the DK dance group, were eager to be in the show.

The Sensory Overload event was to help raise money for the talent of students on campus and to talk to some people to hopefully draw them to record labels," he said.

Even though there was a variety of acts featured, everyone seemed to be anxious to see the DJ battle.

The DJ battle was divided into three rounds, each DJ was given one minute to spin their best and win over the crowd.

The battle started with DJ Premotion, the first DJ to take the stage. DJ Premotion started the battle playing popular songs like U-Turn's "Milk Clip" and Lil' Wayne's single "Go DJ."

The DJ battle was the best part of the event. "I'm proud to be apart of this event," she said.

COTTON AND SPEAK TO THE AUTHOR OF THIS FASCINATING NEW BOOK AND LISTEN TO FIRST HAND ACCOUNTS OF MUSICAL STORIES AND POWERFUL TESTIMONIES TO WHAT SOME ATHLETES WILL go through to make it in their respective sports at the expense of a good education.

Come and speak to the author of this fascinating new book and listen to his first-hand accounts of musical stories and powerful testimonies to what some athletes will go through to make it in their respective sports to what some athletes will go through to make it in their respective sports.

Although most athletes interviewed for this book saw themselves as possible candidates for earning a living on Sunday afternoons, the statistics showed they had a better chance of owning a sports franchise than playing for one.

GOING PRO
Scholarships, Student Athletes and the Money

Join us for a unique question and answer session on the subject of helping many young athletes get willing to pursue a career in sports at the expense of a good education.

Do you believe that all children can EXCEL?

BELL (Building Educated Leaders for Life) is a nonprofit organization designed to increase the educational achievements and life opportunities of urban children.

We provide academic after school tutorials to hundreds of elementary school children in the D.C. area.

We are currently hiring exceptional college students, community members and teachers to work with our children. Tutors work in the afternoons, between 5 and 15 hours per week. Rates range from $10 to $12 an hour, depending on experience, and BELL provides training to all program staff.

For more information or to apply, please visit www.belldc.org.
Remaining Football Schedule

October 16
vs MORGAN STATE Wash., DC 1 p.m.

October 23
at NC A&T Greensboro, NC 6:30 p.m.

October 30
vs NORFOLK STATE (Homecoming) Wash., DC 1 p.m.

November 6
at South Carolina State Orangeburg, SC 1:30 p.m.

November 13
at Bethune-Cookman Daytona Beach, FL 4 p.m.

November 20
vs DELAWARE STATE Wash., DC 1 p.m.
Students Reach Out to Community

**ROTC from Metro A6**

It's good for even more students to get to know the community. Some systems have students who slip through the cracks, but we have students who stand out. "There are high school students who cannot read at a basic level. They can't read," said Solow. "Some people are doing incredible things in our community. They can read, they can write, they can do math problems."

**Students Fees Dent Pockets**

Vincent S. Williams, a master of fine arts in film candidate, runs the service. "I currently have car insurance with my mother in Illinois and I am in the process of getting a discount in its parking permit." Sawyer, a film major, Tyler Mithoefer encouraged students to do their homework, make sure they have insurance, and make sure they are into a third term in the Ward. "Students should pay attention to these things," he said. "They are important to keep the community in order."

**ROTC from Campus A2**

BET Honors Smokey Robinson

**Barry Back In Action**

John Legend, a new artist that has performed on many R&B and rap collaborations, was flat-footed in the area of the community. "I know a lot of people who are thinking about doing this," he said. "I feel very, very, very fortunate to be here."

**Evans Running in Elections**

Parents of the students are pleased with the massive results of the test.
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2004 HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOMEcoming steerinG COMMITTEE

October 22nd-30th

PHENOMENON
AN EPISODIC OCCURRENCE

Friday, October 22nd
Mr. & Miss Howard University Pageant
7:00 PM Cramton Auditorium
Students $5.00
General $7.00

Saturday, October 23rd
Coronation Ball
7:00 PM
Blackburn Center Ballroom
General $10.00

Sunday, October 24th
Call to Chapel
11:00 AM Cramton Auditorium

Gospel Extravaganza
7:00 PM Cramton Auditorium
Students $10.00
General $12.00

Tuesday, October 26th
Comedy Show
7:00 PM Cramton Auditorium
Students $10.00
General $12.00

Wednesday, October 27th
Talent Drive
12:00 PM The Valley
Free

Thursday, October 28th
Fashion Show
7:00 PM & 10:30 PM
Cramton Auditorium
Students $13.00
General $16.00
10:30 PM Show
Students $14.00
General $17.00

Friday, October 29th
RGB Concert
7:00 PM Cramton Auditorium
Students $25.00
General $35.00

Reggae Concert
10:00 PM DC Tunnel

Saturday, October 30th
Homecoming Parade
10:00 AM

Homecoming Game
Howard U. vs. Norfolk State
12:00 Noon - Greene Stadium
General $15.00

Step Show
7:00 PM The DC Armory
Students $20.00
General $25.00

Sunday, October 31st
Call to Chapel
11:00 AM Cramton Auditorium

www.howarduhomecoming.com
Tickets on Sale Now
Don't Puff, Just Pass

By KEITH LAING

This week, I'm bringing my unique male perspective to the topic of smoking, and especially to female smokers. When it comes to my household tendencies and views on smoking, I'm no stranger to stress. I can recall, at the age of five, hearing a few seconds of silence to calm my nerves.

But smoking? No matter how hard I try, I just can't quit. I'm addicted to the nicotine withdrawal symptoms. Smoking a cigarette seems to be the only way I can manage my stress.

Diving into my personal life, I have a strong attraction to a female smoker. She recently took a puff from her cigarette, and it pains me to see them take up smoking.

"I'm not a stranger to stress," she said, "and it's a 'wow, she's really pretty' kind of temptation. I just can't resist it."

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 25.2 percent of all adults — nearly one in four people — smoke. According to the American Cancer Society, 12 percent of American adults smoke, making them second only to persons aged 15-19 years old.

"No matter how hard I try, I just can't quit," she said. "I'm addicted to the nicotine withdrawal symptoms. Smoking a cigarette seems to be the only way I can manage my stress."
At the movie's beginning, After barricading themselves in a safe place until the whole thing blows over, a group of friends are able to get Shaun's mother and very best friend Ed, and she wants to continue to go out and drink nightly with beauty salons, barbershops and just about any institution that was done, other students, such as junior lawyer Major Lesser, has since college, Ed, set out on a source of prob-lem with Shaun's other room-mate, Pete, who feels that Shaun's stepfather has been bit-ten. For the first time, Shaun, an electronic store man-ager with issues in each his second line, makes a change of pace from your average horror movie, the viewer can empathize, comprehend, on the whole, it's a change of pace, not your typical trip to the theater, Shaun, of the hand, understands that school edu-ca-tion hasn't in her school and that said that some of the students who had been studying Shaun hadn't come to their jobs as well as told about his. school. With their jobs as well as told about his. school, she said that the missed work days of Shaun were not a good time to study, because it takes a toll on her. She said that she was working at the Undergraduate Library and knew: "I'm confident, I can work between classes and my employ-ee is very understanding, the hoped that I can student on it so I need to find a safe corner to do so, "she said, to put her hands on her job, she will be able to get a chance to network with other professionals, according to the mix of film genres, the movie setting in this chaotic, life-threatening situation where to protect people he cares about the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. Shaun goes about the business of beauty. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. Shaun goes about the business of beauty. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. Shaun goes about the business of beauty. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning. The interactions between those inhabiting the bloodied streets the follow-ing morning.
Interactive Whodunit A Hit

COMEDY:脚本 L & S 82

After suffering a breakdown, she shrank from the public eye and now makes a life of property ownership and wreaks passive, aggressive havoc on the life of those around her.

The action starts to pick up when one by one, the characters all begin to leave the room, and Mrs. Shubert is the sole occupant of the shop. They resurface sporadically and finally Defensoro bursts into the shop, declares that Churney has met an untimely death, and fainted into a chair.

Two police officers rushed the building and begin questioning each of the characters. Through this process, the gentleman, Mike Thomas (Mark J. Sullivan), Eddie Lawrence (Rahmein Mostafavi) and Nick Rosetti (Aaron Shields) were finally given names. Once the interviews were completed, something unexpected happened, which separated this production from the typical play.

The house lights came up and the scripted action halted, and the detective explained that in order to nab the murderer, the previous action must be recounted and he was relying on the audience to make sure that nothing is incorrect or left out. The characters then begin to retell the story, aided by audience members, who raise their hands to alert the detective that they have something to correct or add. Once everything had been retold, the spectrum directly questioned the suspects, and the extortion was voted in. Overall, "Shear Madness" is a production worth seeing, if not for its witty banter or slapstick gags, then for the chance to play amateur sleuth and test your skills of observation, perception and deduction. The roles are well crafted and well acted, and the off-the-cuff nature of the dialogue keeps it fresh.

The partially improvised play holds the record for longest running non-musical play in American theater history, with the Washington, D.C. production ranking as the third longest running version. It has been seen by over 2 million at The Kennedy Center and has grossed over $35 million.

"Shear Madness" is running at the Kennedy Center's theater lab until December. Show times are Tuesday to Thursday at 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 9 p.m. and Sunday at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m., with an extra show Saturday at 6 p.m. The price is $34 for all performances, and a group rate of $26 is offered Sunday through Thursday.

The Office of Student Activities & the 2004-2005 HUSA Administration would like to extend a special thanks to the following for their contributions to the

2004 Student Organization/Community Service Fair on Wednesday, September 22, 2004

Office of the Vice Provost for Student Affairs
Center for the Advancement in Service Learning
Office of Central Scheduling and Information
Director of the Blackburn Center
Office of Vending, Trademark and Licensing
Materials Management
Physical Facilities Management
Howard University Circle K International

&

All Participating Student and Community Organizations!
The Sun Battle The Storm for the WNBA Championship

BY COURTNEY EILAND

Howard Tennis Ready for Invitational

BY ASHLEY ROSS

The Hilltop October 12, 2004

Three Game Win Streak Has The Bison On A Roll

BY JOHN SCHRIFFEN

The Sun's Nykesha Sales and Storm's Kamila Vodlnkova fought for possession of the ball during Game 2 of the WNBA Finals this past Sunday.

The Bisons defeated the Storm 74-66. The Bisons improved to 2-1 in the series, moving closer to their first title.

Howard was victorious in Game 2 of the WNBA Finals last night, 90-79, over the Seattle Storm.

The Bison defense held the Storm to just 79 points, while the Bison offense scored 90 points. The Bison also outrebounded the Storm, 45-30.

The Bison were led in scoring by Senior Forward Jasmine Smith, who finished with 26 points. Junior Guard Lindsay Whalen also contributed to the win, scoring 12 points.

The Storm were led by Forward Tina Donner, who scored 22 points.

The Bison will look to continue their win streak in Game 3 of the WNBA Finals on Tuesday night at American Airlines Arena in Miami.

Howard has a record of 20-14 and is looking to win their first league title since 1983.

Howard will face off against the Los Angeles Sparks in Game 3 of the WNBA Finals.

The Bison are looking to win their first league title since 1983.
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The Sun's Nykesha Sales and Storm's Kamila Vodlnkova fought for possession of the ball during Game 2 of the WNBA Finals this past Sunday.

The Bisons defeated the Storm 74-66. The Bisons improved to 2-1 in the series, moving closer to their first title.

Howard was victorious in Game 2 of the WNBA Finals last night, 90-79, over the Seattle Storm.

The Bison defense held the Storm to just 79 points, while the Bison offense scored 90 points. The Bison also outrebounded the Storm, 45-30.

The Bison were led in scoring by Senior Forward Jasmine Smith, who finished with 26 points. Junior Guard Lindsay Whalen also contributed to the win, scoring 12 points.

The Storm were led by Forward Tina Donner, who scored 22 points.

The Bison will look to continue their win streak in Game 3 of the WNBA Finals on Tuesday night at American Airlines Arena in Miami.
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**RUNDOWN ONE: YANKEES, SOX FIGHT FOR PENNANT**

**BY ASHLEY ROSS**

The Yankees and Boston Red Sox are locked in a fierce battle for the American League East title, with each team vying for the top spot. The Yankees, led by the likes of Aaron Judge and Giancarlo Stanton, have a powerful offense and a strong pitching staff. The Red Sox, with stars like Mookie Betts and Xander Bogaerts, have been a model of consistency throughout the season. With just a few games left to play, the outcome of this rivalry could decide who secures the championship.

**The Real Rocky, Rocky VI**

**BY KALA KARAKOMO**

Featuring boxer Chuck Wepner, in the words of Garden City, N.Y., Oct. 9, 1975: "A real, real great fighter." As Wepner was born in Bayonne, N.J. in 1946, in 1975, Wepner enjoyed a brief stint at the heavyweight level in the world of boxing. His career was marked by a victory over Ernie Terrell and a loss to Muhammad Ali. Wepner was known for his never-say-die attitude and his ability to take a beating, which earned him the nickname "The Bayonne Bleeder." Despite not winning a championship, Wepner's legacy is one of resilience and fight, much like the fictional Rocky Balboa.

**Bess' Goal Lifts Howard to Victory**

**BY EDWARD HILL JR.**

Howard's women's soccer team scored a crucial 1-0 victory in their game against the Atlantic Soccer Conference (ASC) leader, lifting their season record to 5-4-2. With critical goals from Dayna Bess in the 78th minute, Howard secured their place in the conference standings, showcasing the strength of their team.

**Chicago Bulls Legend Pippin Bids Farewell to the NBA**

**BY COURTNEY EILAND**

Pippen, who has played for the Chicago Bulls for over a decade, is retiring after a successful career in the NBA. Known for his versatile skills and contributions to the team, Pippen has helped lead the Bulls to multiple championships. With a career filled with highlights and moments that have defined the game, Pippen's decision to hang up his jersey marks the end of an era for both the player and the sport.

**This past Friday, Lisa Leslie of the Los Angeles Sparks was presented with the trophy for the 2004 WNBA Most Valuable Player Award. Patriots receiver David Patten extends a touchdown pass in front of Dolphins cornerback Sam Madison. The Patriots broke the NFL record Sunday with their 19-game win streak.**

The conclusion of his 17-year career, Pippen has played in 1,178 games while averaging 20.9 points per game, 6.2 rebounds per game, and 5.2 assists per game and 1.6 steals per game.


**Bizzology:**

**Schmoozer's Digest**

BY JUNG M. TAYLOR

This is another installment of the wonderful events that happen in the world of schmoozing. These events will continue to draw students toums, businesses, and the corporate world so keep reading to learn more.

This month's theme is "Some Lessons From the Schmoozing World." How is each of us doing in our efforts to schmooze? Here are some points to consider:

1. "It's all about relationships. We really need to work on building our network."
2. "I'm trying to meet new people. It's been a bit challenging."
3. "I'm really excited about this new opportunity."
4. "I'm feeling a bit overwhelmed about all the networking events."

Keep schmoozing and see you next month!

---

**New Target Strikes PG Plaza**

BY SHERNETH DOYLE-MORSE

Many students face the dilemma of deciding where to shop. Now, there is a new Target, which opened in the Target at 6th & R Street NW.

The Target, which is located at 855 7th St NW, is situated in the formerly-occupied Teahouse.

In the store, we can find many familiar products, including housewares, clothing, and accessories. Many Howard students are already shopping at this Target.

Howard University Professor of Marketing and Retailing, Mary Johnson, says that the new store is well-priced, with many options for students.

Johnson added, "The new Target is a great addition to our community. We are looking forward to welcoming it to our neighborhood."

---

**Minimum Wage May Harm Businesses**

BY TAWIA BAKUWISIRI

The United States Senate may vote to raise the minimum wage from $7.25 to $15 by 2025. According to a recent study by the Economic Policy Institute, increasing the minimum wage will have a significant impact on businesses.

The study found that raising the minimum wage will lead to increased prices for consumers, as businesses will pass on the costs of higher wages to customers. Additionally, businesses may reduce their workforce, which could lead to unemployment and decreased economic growth.

However, some businesses argue that raising the minimum wage will benefit consumers by providing them with a livable wage and reducing poverty. They also claim that increasing wages will increase productivity and reduce turnover.

---

**Investment of the Week: Good Credit**

BY JORDAN SMITH

Establishing good credit is essential for many people, especially for those looking to buy a home or car. Good credit can be achieved by maintaining a low debt-to-income ratio and making timely payments on all debts.

Credit scores range from 300 to 850, with higher scores indicating better creditworthiness. Credit scores are calculated by credit bureaus, such as Experian, TransUnion, and Equifax, and are used by lenders to assess the risk of lending money.

To improve your credit score, you can do the following:

1. Pay your bills on time, every time.
2. Keep your credit utilization rate below 30%.
3. Build a credit history over time.
4. Avoid closing old credit accounts.

By following these tips, you can build a strong credit score and improve your chances of getting approved for loans and other financial products.
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Target, from Biz & Tech B6

seems to be a factor in whether students like junior psychology major Rhonicia Douglas plan to patronize the store.

“There are not many Targets, Wal-Marts or K-Marts in the vicinity or within Metro distance,” Douglas said. “Stores such as these are in high demand when it comes to college students.”

There are high hopes for the success of the new store. “Target promises to be a valuable asset to Prince George’s Plaza,” said Joseph Coradino, executive vice-president of PREIT’s Retail Division. “This quality addition is in line with the company’s objective of expanding our national retailer base. Not only will Target help attract additional leading national retailers to Prince George’s Plaza, we anticipate it will significantly boost customer traffic and subsequently trending at just below 8,400 per square foot and nearly 12 million visitors per year.”

Students from the Prince George county area, such as junior biology major Claudia White, would know best whether adding this store to the mall was a wise move.

“I am from the Prince George’s county area and I know what used to be at that mall,” White said. “It’s a good investment to the mall and the surrounding community.”

KLEANERS, from Biz & Tech B7

KLEANERS, from Biz & Tech B7

destined to uplift and empower D.C. residents in the business world.

“arkey to entrepreneurship is knowledge acquisition, a combination of formal education and street savvy,” Roundtree said.

Department of Information Systems Professor Daniel Owunwanne also emphasizes the importance of becoming an educated business person.

“There is less competition in the education world than in the business world,” Owunwanne said.

These are factors Roundtree and Owunwanne both encourage Blacks to think about before simply learning a trade and leaping into the world of business.

ANC Commissioner for Ward 1B, Skinner is responsible for forwarding residential complaints from noise violations to parking issues, to the city council or an administrative agency. Mr. Skinner has successfully maintained the position for nearly six years.

In addition to maintaining his ANC post, Skinner has also taken the time out to become educated on entrepreneurship and built a business that benefits Howard University and the surrounding community.

Georgia Avenue Kleaners offers dry cleaning, emergency cleaning, pre-paid laundry services, tuxedo rentals, tailoring, special catering for the deceased, and a student discount program at the two locations, 2626 Georgia Avenue, Northwest (located directly across from the School of Business) and 3106 Georgia Avenue, Northwest.

Store hours are Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Want to write for The Hilltop?

Come to our writers’ workshop to learn the tricks of the trade.

When: Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
Where: Hilltop office, Plaza Level West Towers

Want to write for Business & Technology?

Come to the Budget Meeting Tuesdays at 7 p.m. on the Plaza Level of the West Towers.
 CDs: They're Not Only For Your Stereo

How often do you hear this story? Your friend, who is not managing money as well as he could be, has run a grocery debt because he has not managed to keep the amount of money it costs for tuition. How many times have you heard this before? "My student loan is due. I don't have the money to pay it."

Our View: Student should seek to learn the power of investment in order to gain financial security for the future.

Shara D. Taylor
Manager/Editor

Gang Act Won't Fix Problems

Over the years, there has been much controversy and discussion about street gangs and the violence that they generate. The latest article, "Gang Act," clearly explains the issue in the March issue of The Hilltop. Gang Abatement Act of 2004. It was brought forth by Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), this recent stab at ceasing gang activity to commit two life or the death penalty. The legislation will face up to 10 years in prison for those who may not deserve them. What if someone official to peg these harsher penalties. This seems to open up the door for the recruitment of gang members that were committed to gang activity.

Our View: Instead of always looking for Justin Bieber ways to fix a problem, legislators need to start looking for more positive solutions.

Bernard "Poe" Murray
Manager/Editor

The Big Payback?

Hampton University newspaper, the Hampton Script, takes more than $100,000 a year from student tuition. Under this new law, students will have to pay interest on the loan. How many times have the Hampton Script been released to the students? Your friend, who has never had to manage their finances on their own, some of us simple do not know how. The lack of financial knowledge often results in poor money-managing decisions, like squandering money (money in which you already own and are already owing). It is time to learn about financial things.

Our View: While their administration continues to censor the Script, we applaud the staff for continuing to hang in and fight for their paper.

Ruth L. Tisdale
Editor-in-Chief
The Truth About the Truth Campaign

REALITY

ANANYA D. FORD

D.C. 101: So Much To Learn
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Loosls Like Another Love T.K.O.

Rhonda L. Taylor

The world of Tiffoy Porter, the Temple-bender, I think you better let it go. Looks the another love T.K.O.

He hasn't called you in two weeks. When you called him, he said at the hotline. He arrived at Howard you have not been called. You are analytically challenged, make him want to keep a relationship under wraps, he/she is full of ignorance. He

I'm not really a going-out type of person. I'm more of a roller up piece of paper

Speak only, when spoken to. Despite this, you have talked on the phone to call in two weeks.

If you do not listen to our reporters or repeat rumors, you are not going to be a scholar, and you are not going to be a child. E. "Black" Smith, said to one that is humble.

Forget what you heard, there are many sides to D.C., some that you may not know about.

D.C. 101: So Much To Learn

PERSPECTIVES 89

Love is Always Beautiful

David Grant

What a shame to read such a national paper as the Washington Post, the paper that hands out the"Jeez, what we need is a good B.B. movie..." Of course our society doesn't need a good B.B. movie. These are the movies that are created to think that there is some distinction between the world of heterosexuality and the world of the LGBT community. It is true as it is in areas of Africa where there has been no Western influence and no influence by the Western culture, Africa can be seen as it once was. Much like the Native American on this continent, Africa tribes supported by the West and their cultural ties are very gay-friendly. For example, the Pogues of Ireland are gay in history and refer to them as the "gaypogues". They have the world and the spiritual world. Nelson Mandela's campaign was the first in the world to include equal rights for gay citizens. And the great Archbishop Tutu speaks out frequently on the country and caused by the South African government. Those societies that are the most humane and beautiful are the ones that allow the folks of same sex marriage and always give earth-shattering or life-changing advice. It is true that you never know what you are going to get out of the phone to call in two weeks.

I'm not really a going-out type of person. I'm more of a rolled up piece of paper

Speak only, when spoken to. Despite this, you have talked on the phone to call in two weeks.

If you do not listen to our reporters or repeat rumors, you are not going to be a scholar, and you are not going to be a child. E. "Black" Smith, said to one that is humble.

Forget what you heard, there are many sides to D.C., some that you may not know about.
Announcements by campus organizations for meetings, seminars or nonprofit are charged $5 for the first 20 words and $1 for every additional five words.

Individuals advertising for the purpose of announcing a service, buying or selling are charged as local companies with a rate of $10 for first 20 words and $2 for every additional 5 words thereafter.

---

**The Ladies of Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.**

**Present The 13th Annual Woman to Woman Conference 2nd Information Session and Volunteer Meeting**

**Wednesday, October 13, 2004**

**7:30 pm**

**Location: BBA**

---

**Entrepreneurial Society Meeting**

**Wednesday, Oct. 13, 2004 School of Business Room 216**

**7:00 p.m.**

**Sharpi All are welcome to join**

---

**American Advertising Federation 2nd Annual New Members**

**Reception Guest Speaker: Ann Fudge Chairman and CEO of Young & Rubicam Brands**

**Wed, Oct 13, 2004 7:00 pm**

**Location: Ballroom**

---

**School of Communications Student Council General Body Meeting**

**Thursday, October 14, 2004 at 7 p.m.**

**ROOM TBA**

---

**Happy Birthday Charisse Griffin**

**Hope you had lots of fun at the Ethiopian Restaurant. We had a new experience.**

**Love you. Arion Shauqanda**

---

**Fawn**

**Hope you get better, we miss you so much, especially your funny comments and expressions.**

**Stacey & Arion**

---

**Shaunda, Thanks for having my back this weekend.**

**-Arion**

---

**Shanelle, We pray that all is well with your mom.**

**-Your Hilltop Family**

---

**CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB IS BACK AS THE HU D.M.V. (DC, MARYLAND, & VIRGINIA) COME VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE: GROUP.YAHOO.COM/GROUPS/HU_DMV**

---

**Group 1**

**Tribe Conquest**

**We all survived and looked out for each other the way it’s supposed to be. We couldn’t have done it without each other.**

---

**Cover 2 Cover Magazine Meeting Wednesday, Oct. 13th Converged Media Lab @5:00 p.m.**